
For nearly a century, Cambia Health 
Solutions has found new ways to solve 
our health care problems with ground-
breaking innovations. Now, Cambia 
believes the only long-term solution is to 
transform the system to make it more 
economically sustainable and person 
focused – and we can’t do it alone.

CONVENE
Connect, organize and support 
the community of health care 
stakeholders and innovators

CATALYZE
innovation with 
capital and resources

IDENTIFY
meaningful problems,  
find solutions and support 
getting them to scale

We are establishing The Cambia 
Grove as a health transformation 
collaborative – a place where 
innovators and entrepreneurs can 
work closely with local and national 
stakeholders to find solutions to 
pressing health care challenges.  

The Cambia Grove is a new type of 
health care work space. Its open 
design will foster collaboration and 
allow us to convene a diverse array 
of regional and national leaders for 
workshops, community meetings 
and networking events; support the 
launch of startups; and provide a 
shared “home” for the local health 
care innovation ecosystem. 

The Cambia Grove can host 
events large and small, support 
entrepreneurial teams residing with us 
for months and act as long-term host 
to community resources.  

We invite local and national industry 
thought leaders to gather at The 
Cambia Grove and interact with 
the next generation of health care 
innovators…and get down to work.

GET TO KNOW
 THE CAM

BIA GROVE

THE CAMBIA GROVE RENDERINGS

IT’S TIME FOR 
NEW IDEAS 
TO TAKE ROOT



The Cambia Grove and its partners will:
• Host focused workgroups and projects
• Organize regular networking events
• Interact with health care executives 
• Create commercial pilots and proof of concept 

opportunities for innovative companies 
• Support the commercialization 

of new innovations
• Provide office space for select 

entrepreneurial teams
• Organize national innovation showcase events
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GET IN TOUCH

THE CAMBIA GROVE

Email:  nicole@cambiagrove.com 

Web:  www.cambiagrove.com

Telephone:  Nicole Bell  (206) 332-5103

Visit:  1800 9th Ave   Seattle WA 98109

Twitter:  @cambiagrove

The Cambia Grove will host a variety 
of health care focused programs 
and make our space available to the 
broader community. We will match 
our work and events with an equally 
dynamic online and social media 
presence. Be part of history and join us 
in growing the next generation health 
care system.

We believe Seattle is positioned to be 
the leading national market for health 
care transformation. We are launching 
The Cambia Grove to connect, organize 
and support this community of leaders 
as they disrupt the system with new 
business models that make health care 
more affordable and put consumers 
in the driver’s seat. Together with our 
partners, we are planting the seeds of 
innovation in The Cambia Grove. 

The Pacific Northwest is the hub for technology, retail and 
health care innovation. The Cambia Grove will tap into this 
dynamic local market to catalyze the development of a 
vibrant local health care innovation cluster. 

http://www.cambiagrove.com
https://twitter.com/cambiagrove

